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A potential attacker will always take advantage of weak controls at the very basic protection levels and will sophisticate his/her attempts to 
break into the network based upon the difficulty and the complexity encountered at the early stages of an attack. The aforementioned fact 
highlights the importance of securing your infrastructure at every layer, including applications that even today are incorrectly considered 
immune by many IT administrators, such as VoIP and Unified Communications Technologies.

Our penetration testing services emulate real-world conditions. The process requires that our professionals do not use known information 
about our target’s network. All gathered information is obtained using several techniques and each penetration attempt is escalated based 
upon success, trial and error all the way up to where our target’s network permits. This process requires time, persistence and expertise.

Phase 1 – Reconnaissance / Scanning / Information gathering

Google Dorking
It’s about taking advantage of Google 
advanced search techniques to find 
information on the web that either does 
not easily appear on regular searches or 
that was not supposed to be published 
online. Very useful for social engineering 
attacks and anything else resulting from 
whatever an attacker finds online.

 

E-mail Harvesting
The objective is to gather e-mails, 
employee names, hosts, subdomains and 
other information from search engines, 
key servers and other sources. Critical to 
understand the target’s footprint on the 
Internet. Uses Google/Bing/Bing API/
PGP/LinkedIn/People123/Jigsaw among 
others. 

 

INTEL Organization
It’s about “connecting the dots” between 
personal and professional information to 
build a complete map of how the target 
do business (people, groups, web sites, 
domains, IP Addresses, etc.) as well as a 
complete conceptual picture of the 
targets online/offline presence to 
prepare an organized attack. 

 

Port Scanning
At this stage an attacker will detect 
devices, operating systems, IP addresses, 
services, applications versions. This is 
about detecting available TCP/UDP ports 
on specific targets. In combination with 
other tools, the attacker will organize its 
vectors for a successful vulnerability 
exploitation.

 

INFORMATION GATHERING SCANNING / FINGER PRINTING

Phase 2 – Exploitation / Vulnerability Scanning based upon info collected on Phase 1

Web server + Web sites
Exploits / Vulnerabilities


²  Default / weak login
²  DB Login bypass
²  Defacing
²  Open ports
²  DoS/DDoS
²  Code Injection

²  SQL
²  XSS
²  XML
²  JavaScript

²  And many others…

E-mail + E-mail server
Exploits / Vulnerabilities


²  Weak password
²  Credential enumeration
²  SPAM overload
²  Virus attachment
²  E-mail spoofing
²  E-mail header injection
²  Open ports
²  DoS/DDoS
²  And many others

 

VoIP / IP Telephony / Unified Comms
Exploits / Vulnerabilities


²  Default/Weak SIP registration
²  Default/Weak Voicemail authentication
²  PBX Hacking / AA Identification by audio prompts
²  Open ports
²  VoIP hopping
²  VoIP sniffing
²  Caller ID (ANI) Spoofing
²  Extension enumeration
²  Voice QoS degradation
²  War dialing
²  Man-in-the-middle attacks (eavesdropping)
²  SIP brute-forcing
²  SIP trust hacking
²  SIP Flooding (several methods)
²  INVITE
²  REGISTER
²  SUBSCRIBE
²  DDoS/TDoS
²  Voice routing leaks
²  Billing leaks
²  IP Spoofing (VoIP peering)
²  And many others…

Mobile Devices
Exploits / Vulnerabilities


²  Default SSH login
²  V i r u s ( R e m o t e 

Access Trojans - 
RAT)

²  Bluetooth force 
connect

²  And many others

 

Phase 3 – Attack consummation– Extracting sensitive information / Resource abuse / Financial impact

It takes more than a third of a single page to outline the devastating effects that a successful attack may have over your organization. 
Confidentiality and integrity of your customers’ information, your company reputation, your peace of mind, the financial disruption not only 
derived from losses resulting from a successful attack but from the urgent remediation that your company will require, lawsuits, forensics – a 
whole list of items that will cost money,. Planning for these events also cost money, however, it definitely costs less than the inherent risk of not 
doing it.
 


Today, the world demands constant benchmarking of your security infrastructure, policies and procedures. An attacker does 
not return every 6 months to check whether or not you’ve remediated what you found on your semi-annual security check. 

Attacks never stop. Your security validation must not stop either. Quarterly or semi-annual security check-ups are no longer the 
answer. 
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